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Does increasing an athletes’ strength improve sports performance? 
A critical review with suggestions to help answer this,  

and other, causal questions in sport science
James Steele, James Fisher, Derek Crawford

Objectives: Researchers and practitioners in sports science aim to generate, and apply, knowledge to improve sports perfor-
mance. One area of interest is the role that muscular strength, and thus approaches to improve this (i.e. resistance training), 
has upon sports performance. In this review we briefly consider the evidence regarding an answer to the causal question 
“Does increasing an athletes’ strength improve sports performance?”. 

Design & Methods: We first consider the Applied Research Model for the Sport Sciences (ARMSS) to frame the problem and 
answer this. We then highlight barriers to answering it (and other causal questions) before offering suggestions to address 
these. 

Results: Muscular strength typically differentiates elite and non-elite athletes, and is correlated with proxy measures of sports 
performance. However, there is insufficient evidence to make a definitive statement regarding the causal effect of muscular 
strength upon sports performance. 

Conclusions: Considering the ARMSS, evidence is lacking whether improving muscular strength is causally related to sports 
performance. Present evidence is primarily observational and cross-sectional, experimental evidence is limited and focused 
upon proxy measures of sports performance, primarily conducted in small samples, and with little consideration regarding 
meaningfulness of effects. Suggestions to help improve research in this area and better answer this question include: larger 
sample sizes, determination of smallest effect sizes of interest for outcomes including muscular strength and proxy measures 
of sports performance (using both anchoring and/or expert opinion), and use of causal inference methods for observational 
data (actual sports performance, performance indicators, and fitness measures) including graphical causal diagrams and 
mediation analysis.
(Journal of Trainology 2020;9:20-32)
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INTRODUCTION
Sports science as a discipline including its researchers and 

practitioners generally aims to (and its existence is perhaps 
predicated upon) generate evidence and apply knowledge to 
improve sports performance. Indeed, this is generally agreed 
upon by both academics and practitioners1 fuelling collabora-
tion between these two domains2 as both believe the disci-
pline genuinely contributes towards sports performance1,3. 
Sports coaches generally perceive their domain of expertise to 
be in tactical and technical areas of sport, and that research in 
these areas to be important; however, applied sport science 
practitioners perceive research in the area of physical fitness 
and conditioning to be of greater value perhaps due to their 
occupational focus upon this.4 Regardless, a component of 
physical fitness which continues to receive considerable inter-
est from both domains is muscular strength, and thus applica-
tions of approaches (i.e. resistance training) to improve this 
variable, in the belief that it might be causally implicated in 
improving sports performance5-7. However, the role of 
increased strength and resistance training in improving sports 

performance has been questioned 8-13 and debate continues 
regarding its importance14. 

Bishop15 proposed an Applied Research Model for the Sport 
Sciences (ARMSS) to aid in the identification of a problem 
(i.e. how to improve sports performance) and its solution 
through: observation and description to generate testable 
hypotheses, predictive modelling, experimental testing, opti-
misation of performance predictors, testing of efficacy, iden-
tification of barriers to uptake, followed finally by implemen-
tation research. Considering the generally accepted role of 
sport science in improving sports performance, and the inter-
ests of researchers and practitioners in the role of muscular 
strength and its improvement in achieving this goal, this criti-
cal review considers the evidence base regarding this. Using 
the ARMSS, it seeks to consider an answer to the question 
“Does increasing an athletes’ strength improve sports perfor-
mance?” whilst attempting to identify current barriers to 
understanding and gaps in the evidence base. Finally, it offers 
some suggestions to help researchers and practitioners con-
tribute better evidence towards answering this, and other, 
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causal questions in sport science. 

Summarising the problem and the evidence 
The ARMSS consists of eight stages, though within this 

review only the first four stages are considered. These first 
four stages (1. Defining the problem; 2. Descriptive research; 
3. Predictors of performance; 4. Experimental testing of pre-
dictors) are sufficient to consider, in the context of the ques-
tion posed, which is causal in nature. Later stages (i.e. 5. 
Determinants of key performance predictors; 6. Efficacy 
studies; 7. Barriers to uptake; 8. Implementation studies) are 
reliant upon an answer to this question first. There is little 
sense in seeking to identify how an intervention should be 
manipulated, and which variables of an exposure (i.e. resis-
tance training) determine the optimisation of a mediating 
variable (i.e. muscular strength) to improve a desired outcome 
(i.e. sports performance) if we first have no knowledge of 
whether that proposed mediator is even causally associated 
with the outcome. Unfortunately, the field of sport science 
appears to have pursued this line of inquiry solely on the 
assumption that muscular strength and sports performance 
are causally related. Similarly, consideration of the latter stag-
es of the ARMSS regarding implementation into practice 
appear redundant if we are stopped at the earlier hurdle of 
understanding the causal relationships between muscular 
strength and sports performance. Implementation research in 
general is lacking in both sport science and sport and exercise 
medicine15,16, but again it makes little sense to even consider 
this if we first have no evidence of a causal effect. 

Considering the first 4 stages of the ARMSS we could 
frame the following questions:

1. Defining the problem – Should I commit time, athlete 
energy, and recovery in to trying to make my athlete 
stronger (vs. more skill specific training, more rest, men-
tal skills training, etc.)?

2. Descriptive research – Does strength differentiate elite 
and non-elite performers?

3. Predictors of performance – Are stronger athletes better 
at performing their sport?

4. Experimental testing of predictors – Does increasing an 
athlete’s strength improve their sports performance? 

From the perspective of the coach and/or sport science 
practitioner working with an athlete or team of athletes there 
is only so much time to dedicate to the different components 
of their preparation for sports performance. Thus any choice 
to implement an intervention presents an opportunity cost as 
it means that something else cannot be implemented. As 
noted, though coaches see technical and tactical components 
as more important, applied sport science practitioners place 
more value upon development of physical fitness.4 However, 
strength and conditioning practices (i.e. resistance training) to 
improve components of physical f itness (i.e. muscular 
strength) must be considered of importance within high level 
sport from the fact that numerous surveys document their 
implementation in this domain.17-23 Though implementation is 
already occurring, perhaps suggesting evidence must support 
the causal role of increasing muscular strength in improving 

sports performance, it is worth considering whether this 
existing practice is indeed based upon robust evidence.

Focusing on review level evidence, the most recent and 
comprehensive review of descriptive studies has suggested 
that, at the group level, muscular strength differs between 
non-elite and elite performers (including starters and non-
starters in elite sporting samples), and that muscular strength 
is a predictor of (i.e. correlated with) a range of sports perfor-
mance related outcomes6. Group level comparisons between 
non-elite and elite performers (where the variable differentiat-
ing the groups is in fact their actual sports performance e.g. 
amateur vs elite) and certain outcome measures for certain 
athletes notwithstanding (e.g. for powerlifters their actual  
sports performance is strength i.e. a one repetition maximum 
[1RM], and time to complete a distance for time trial athletes 
is in fact their actual sports performancea), one issue with this 
evidence is that the studies conducted typically examine 
proxies of sports performance (e.g. rate of force development, 
‘power’, sprint speed, change of direction, jump performance 
etc.) rather than actual sports performance. Indeed, it has 
been argued that many of these proxy measures may be poor 
surrogates for actual sports performance particularly consid-
ering the role of specific practice of tasks in skill acquisi-
tion.24 Experimental research employing interventions such as 
resistance training to increase muscular strength does suggest 
that many of these proxy measures improve.9,10 Yet this is not 
a consistent finding even for performance outcomes that 
could be considered as actual sports performance such as 
time trial performance.5,8,11,13

There may be some contextual considerations for the causal 
effect of increasing muscular strength. Indeed, certain sports 
involve performances/movements that are closer in nature to 
the tasks typically performed to improve strength (e.g. power-
lifting and other strength sports, and resistance training). 
However, the lack of consistency in changes in outcomes 
across the studies noted may be due to the lack of a “generali-
ty of strength adaptation” b(the notion that making a muscle 
stronger through one movement will result in transference to 
strength in other movements). In fact, the further removed a 
performance task/movement is from the specific training 
task/movement performed to improve strength, the less likely 
the strength improvements from training will transfer to 
improve its performance.24 Even where the proxies of sports 
performance mentioned involve similar musculature, they dif-
fer considerably compared to the typical resistance training 
that might be performed to improve strength in a measure 
such as a one repetition maximum. Actual sports performance 
then represents a possible further step away. This highlights a 
large gap in our understanding of the causal pathways (e.g. 

a Though it could be argued here that these performances under 
laboratory or non-competition conditions is not strictly speaking 
the same as under competitive conditions due to the lack of direct 
competition, crowds, potentially changing environment etc.
b Interestingly this lack of general adaptation is not limited to physical 
task performance in relation to strength increases. Sala and Gobet25 
highlight the lack of a generality of cognitive adaptation resultant from 
cognitive training.
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does increased strength lead to improved sprint speed and 
thus improved sports performance?). Further, this is the case 
even without considering the potential for the intervention 
with which muscular strength is increased (resistance train-
ing, dietary supplementation, other manipulations) to have 
different indirect moderating effects on the mediating direct 
potential role of muscular strength to cause improved sports 
related skills performance and for this to transfer to actual 
sports performance. This complex area will be touched upon 
again later in this review directing the reader to additional 
materials in causal inference. 

Returning to our four questions encompassing the first four 
stages of the ARMSS we might then offer the following 
answers. With respect to the evidence:

2. Does strength differentiate elite and non-elite perform-
ers? Yes, elite performers are typically stronger than non-
elite performers in their sport.

3. Are stronger athletes better at performing their sport? 
Maybe. For primarily proxy measures of sports perfor-
mance (e.g., vertical jump), there is some evidence that 
stronger athletes tend to perform better.

4. Does increasing an athlete’s strength improve their 
sports performance? Unclear. For actual sports perfor-
mance we currently have no clear evidence.c

Then our answer to the coach or practitioner to help solve 
their problem is: 

1. Should I make my athlete stronger (vs doing other 
things)? Maybe. At present we don’t really know whether 
it will or won’t improve actual sports performance. 

The reason for this answer to the defined problem is that, at 
present, we only really have evidence to questions two and 
three of the ARMSS; both of which are correlational ques-
tions. Our problem however is a causal one (i.e. should I do x 
if I want to cause y) and needs to be solved by answering the 
causal questiond of whether doing x (increasing muscular 
strength) causes y (improved sports performance). This prob-
lem is not unique to sport science however, as clinical scienc-
es have similar issues within their respective f ields.27 

Currently, we do not believe there is sufficient evidence to 
make a definitive statement regarding the causal effect of 
muscular strength upon sports performance. Why that is 
the case, and potential solutions for this issue, will be the 
focus of the remainder of this review. 

Barriers to answering this question
(Between person) correlation does not imply (within per-

son) causation: One issue with the use of correlational data 
pertains to what is known as the ‘ecological fallacy’ wherein 
the results from between person analyses may not correspond 
to those from within person analyses.28,29 The following 

c Powerlifting strength sports athletes notwithstanding as their actual 
sports performance is in fact strength i.e. 1RM
d We direct the reader to the recently published popular press text “The 
Book of Why: The New Science of Cause and Effect” 26 by Judea Pearl 
and Dana MacKenzie in which the difference between levels of causal 
inference, and associational or correlational and causal questions, is 
discussed. 

example may help to conceptualise this in our present con-
texte. Suppose we are interested in the relationship between 
1RM squat strength and 10m sprint time. A cross sectional 
analysis between persons (figure 1a) may indeed show that 
those who are stronger (high 1RM squat) tend to be faster 
(low 10m sprint speed). In fact, we know this from the body 
of literature reviewed by Suchomel et al.6 If we took that rela-
tionship and generalised it to the within person level, we 
might conclude that if a particular person becomes stronger 
then they will become faster. But, as noted above, we have a 
finite amount of time and resource to commit to different 
training activities. Let’s assume for the purpose of this exam-
ple we decide to spend more time training our athletes to 
increase 1RM squat strength (i.e. heavy squatting), at the 
expense of spending time training to improve 10m sprint 
speed specifically (i.e. less sprint training). Again, for the 
purpose of the example, let’s assume we decide to measure 
both regularly during this period thus tracking the change in 
each variable within individuals. In this case, if we were to 
plot all of these measurements, we might still see a group 
level relationship between 1RM squat strength and 10m sprint 
time. But if we consider this within individual athletes we see 
that the within person correlations suggest that increasing 
strength is associated with getting slower (figure 1b). This 
example is of course purely hypothetical and assumes that the 
changes in either are proportional to the time spent training 
them. In reality increasing 1RM squat strength may in fact 
contribute to improved 10m sprint time within person if we 
condition upon the time spent training either specifically. 
However, the point of the example is to highlight the issue 
with drawing conclusions from between person cross section-
al correlations and assuming that they apply to within person 
causal effects. Indeed, this has recently been applied to the 
related question of whether changes in muscular hypertrophy 
are causally related to changes in muscular strength with fur-
ther argument regarding the need for hierarchical models 
allowing individual person intercepts and slopes to vary 
also.30

Small sample sizes: One issue which many in the field of 
sport science will be familiar with, particularly with respect 
to experimental intervention research, is that of small samples 
and subsequently underpowered research designs. This is cer-
tainly not something new31 but is something that, in combina-
tion with other practices, may result in a misleading view of 
the role of a particular variable upon sports performance. 
Prior work has shown that publications with small sample 
sizes are inherently more likely to show inflated effects (as 
small samples require large effects to achieve traditional 
thresholds for statistical significance in null hypothesis test-
ing) and publication bias favours the publication of significant 
effects.32-34 Though this has not specifically been investigated 

e Note, the example provided here is the same to that presented by 
Solomon Kurz – see https://solomonkurz.netlify.com/post/individuals-
are-not-small-groups-ii-the-ecological-fallacy/. The data and figures 
are reproduced from the code provided but are repurposed here for 
the present context i.e. the relationship between strength upon sports 
performance. 
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within sport science, there is no reason to believe that the 
same is not occurring within this discipline and the field may 
be rife with false positive findings.35 Ignoring for the moment 
that we still lack data on actual sports performance outcomes, 
it seems possible that many within the field, including 
researchers and practitioners, may be pontificating upon false 
positives and inflated effect sizes regarding proxy outcomes 
for sports performance and thus, overestimating any benefits 
of increasing muscular strength through interventions such as 
resistance training. 

(Standardised) Effect size mania!: The reliance on null 
hypothesis significance testing, without consideration of the 
magnitude of effects under examination, has been considered 
an issue for many fields.36 In this context, sport science over 
recent years has seemingly began to focus more upon the 
reporting of effect estimates using effect sizes alongside the 
results of null hypothesis significance testing (i.e. p values). 
Some have even called for setting aside falsification and 
hypothesis testing in favour of estimation approaches within 
sport science.37 It is common to see effect sizes reported 
including Cohen’s d and Hedge’s g in papers examining the 
effects of sport science interventions upon outcomes. Yet, 
many seem to think that to report an ‘effect size’ means that 
what should be reported is a standardised effect size such as 
the ones mentioned above. 

Returning to the problem we are trying to solve for the 
coach or practitioner (i.e. should I make my athlete stronger 
(vs doing other things)?), results such as “sprint speed 
increased (d = 0.47)”, or “Hedge’s g indicated the effect was 
large” we suspect are not easily interpreted by coaches, prac-
titioners, or athletes. In fact, some research has shown that 
though non-scientists find certain standardised effect sizes 
more ‘informative’ than others,38 most are relatively unim-

pressed by even ‘large’ standardised effects39. The use of stan-
dardised effect sizes likely makes decision making difficult 
regarding the problem that a coach is looking to solve and 
ultimately is counterintuitive to the goal of sports scientists. 
Coaches may wish to consider the cost-benefit ratio with 
respect to the investment (time and resources required to 
increase muscular strength through resistance training dis-
placing other activities) and the pay-off (how much of an 
improvement in sports performance will occur and is it mean-
ingful). Further, it has been noted that across fields there is 
lack of consistency in exactly how standardised effect sizes 
are even calculated with many not reporting the calculations 
used.36 Within sports science, varying denominators appear to 
be used without specification and also the varying use of 
either within- or between-group calculations and comparisons 
of effects inappropriate for the study designs are often 
employed.40 

The family of effect sizes typically used are commonly 
referred to as Cohen’s d with subscripts recommended to 
specify the exact effect sizes computed;41 though this practice 
is rarely used in the sport sciences. Laken’s42 provides a use-
ful tutorial and overview of this family including their formu-
lae. Most commonly used within sport science are Cohen’s ds, 
Hedge’s gs, and Glass’ Δ for between-group study designs 
(e.g. comparing the pre-post change scores [Δ = post – pre] 
between two intervention groups typically using the pooled 
baseline SD for intervention studies as the denominator), or 
Cohen’s dz for within-group study designs (e.g. comparing 
pre-post change score [Δ = post – pre] within a single group 
and typically using the SD of the change score as the denomi-
nator). However, it is not uncommon for all manner of variety 
of combinations to be used in sport science studies, including 
the mixing of both within- and between-group effect sizes in 

Figure 1   Example highlighting the ecological fallacy showing (A) between person correlations may not reflect 
(B) within person correlations (Five individual athletes shown as an example).
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between-groups pre- and post-test randomised controlled 
study designs, and applications of varying denominators 
across these f. 

By way of example, in a recent randomised trial43 conduct-
ed by our group two resistance training interventions (TRAD 
and EXP) were examined for their comparative effectiveness 
in amateur soccer players upon a range of outcomes including 
muscular strength measured as one-repetition maximum 
(1RM), 10 m sprint time, and counter movement jump (CMJ) 
height. To highlight the issue of interpretability when report-
ing standardised effect sizes in sport science research (partic-
ularly without detail of how they were calculated) table 1 
presents the standardised effects sizes calculated using differ-
ent denominators both for within-groups (i.e. mean change 
score [Δ = post – pre] for that group divided by chosen denom-
inator) as well as for the between-groups difference (mean 
difference in change scores [Δ = TRADwithin-group Δ - EXPwithin-

group Δ] between groups divided by the chosen denominator). 
The considerable variance in the reported standardised effect 
sizes dependent upon the method used is clearly evident, none 
of which we contend are easily interpretable for a coach, prac-
titioner, or athlete as standalone statistics. 

Contrastingly to the confusing results in table 1, in the 
study we also reported the results as point estimates (unad-
justed and adjusted estimated marginal means from an analy-
sis of covariance model with baseline scores as covariates) 
along with their precision (95% confidence intervals) for each 
outcome and each group in their raw units (i.e. kg, seconds, 
and cm). Few seem to realise that simply reporting a point 
estimate (i.e. a mean difference in change scores between 
groups, and/or mean values for change for each group inde-

f Note, we are not claiming to be innocent of this ourselves and have 
inadvertently contributed to the confusion by employing such practices 
in prior work.

pendently) with precision of that estimate (i.e. confidence or 
credible intervals) in the raw units of measurement is in fact 
reporting an effect size.36 It seems likely that a coach is more 
easily able to interpret, contrast, and make decisions about 
whether either intervention is worthwhile based upon report-
ing of independent group changes of 0.7 cm [0.3 cm to 1.1 cm] 
compared with 1.3 cm [0.9 cm to 1.7 cm] in jump height for 
example as compared to dz = 0.75 compared to dz = 2.08 (or 
between group effect size of ds = -0.21). However, this still 
begs the question of whether a change in any of these vari-
ables (muscular strength, or proxies of sports performance) 
believed to be potential mediators of actual sports perfor-
mance are in fact meaningful.

What changes are meaningful?: Is a decrease in 10m sprint 
speed of 0.05s meaningful? This is how much the soccer play-
ers in the study by Griffiths et al.43 improved on average. This 
amounts to an improvement in sprint speed of 2.2%. 
Answering whether this change is meaningful or not is more 
difficult than it seems. One might ask by way of clarification 
in response to the question “meaningful for what?”. Well, in 
the case of our coach/practitioner’s problem, we likely want to 
know whether this results in a ‘big enough’ change in actual 
sports performance for us to justify spending the time to 
acquire it in our athletes. Herein lies a further issue with the 
use of proxy measures of sports performance. In the case of a 
soccer player it might sound ‘intuitive’ and ‘logical’ that a 
faster athlete is likely to perform better in an actual soccer 
match. Indeed, all other things being equal we might expect a 
faster athlete would be more likely to win more loose balls, 
outrun opposition players etc. Yet, it is a long causal pathway 
from resistance training → increased muscular strength → 
improved sprint speed → winning more loose balls → scor-
ing more goals than the opposition team. The final part in that 
pathway is, in this example, the actual measure of sports per-

Table 1   Comparison of standardised effect sizes (d) for outcomes from Griffiths et al.43 for both within- and be-
tween-group using different denominators.

TRAD EXP
Between Group 
(TRAD-EXP) 

Denominator CMJ
10m 

CMJ  Sprint 1RM 
10m 
Sprint 1RM CMJ 

10m 
Sprint 1RM 

0.75 -1.84 2.25 
Independent Group  
Change SD 2.08 -1.42 2.59 - - - 

- DSegnahC delooP  - - -  - - -0.78 0.07 0.48

0.23 Pooled Baseline SD -0.42 0.63 0.58 -0.52 0.57 -0.21 -0.21 0.02 

0.24 Pooled Pre/Post SD -0.45 0.64 0.45 0.53 -0.47 -0.21 0.02 -0.21 
Within-group Δ calculated as: post – pre 
Between-group Δ calculated as: TRADwithin-group Δ - EXPwithin-group Δ  

All pooled SDs calculated as: 

and for Pre/Post: 
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formance (assuming performance in one match, not necessar-
ily the average performance over a season or multiple sea-
sons). Indeed, in Griffiths et al.43 it was argued that this 
change of 0.05s might not be deemed particularly meaningful 
even though others have interpreted similar magnitudes of 
change as being meaningful5,44. 

A similar example can be made with respect to other 
‘sports related performance’ outcomes. Bimson et al.45 per-
formed a randomised trial comparing regular soccer practice 
to the addition of an isometric knee extension resistance 
training intervention alongside regular soccer practice in col-
legiate level female soccer players. In response to the isomet-
ric resistance training intervention there were no changes in 
sprint speed (with or without a soccer ball) and additionally 
no changes in change of direction speed. Bimson et al.45 did 
however find improvements in CMJ and the distance a soccer 
ball could be kicked. The latter improved by 2.73 ± 0.65 
metres and, similarly to the example of sprint speed, it would 
be possible to come up with a plausible sounding explanation 
for why this improvement in kick distance could be deemed 
meaningful. Yet, the fact remains that we don’t know if being 
able to kick a soccer ball further, or run faster, means that 
actual soccer performance improves.

Measuring changes in actual sports performance is difficult: 
An argument could be made that any change in actual sports 
performance that results in a ‘win’ is meaningful. Yet, it is 
worth considering whether it is even possible to measure such 
changes. It seems obvious to all in sport science that measur-
ing changes in actual sports performance (win/loss ratio, pts/
goals scored for a given match, etc.) and trying to determine 
what has caused them is not an easy feat. Even within the 
field of performance analysis it not always easy to link specif-
ic performance indicators during actual sports performance 
to outcomes such as winning/losing.46 As an outcome, actual 
sports performance is inherently noisy with an incredible 
number of degrees of freedom and confounding variables. 
This applies to almost any sport (though some such as time 
trial and powerlifting/weightlifting athletes may be notable 
exceptions with fewer degrees of freedom and confounding 
variables affecting actual performance – in fact it has been 
argued that where such measurement of actual performance is 
possible it should of course be preferred 47) but notably sports 
with opposition, and team sports, magnify this exponentially. 
Indeed, within soccer the match to match variation in just 
time spent in different speed zones48 in addition to other tech-
nical elements,49 let alone actual performance, can be consid-
erable. Given this noisy outcome, it seems incredibly unlikely 
that any intervention is going to induce a detectable effect of a 
large, meaningful magnitude. Most effects from any kind of 
intervention seem more than likely to be trivial or at best 
small with the effect likely decreasing in magnitude in higher 
levels of sports performance. Indeed, much of the variance 
from sources other than the inclusion of any intervention may 
be such that it is impossible to even detect these trivial effects 
outside of such measurement error. The inclusion of time 
matched control groups of athletes would aid in understand-
ing the magnitude of this variation and the magnitude of 

effects we could detect. But, it is difficult enough to persuade 
both coaches and athletes to participate in research that 
involves intervention, let alone control periods, particularly 
when it requires them to stop doing something which they 
may presently believe to be effective (irrespective of whether 
it actually is or not). 

A hypothetical study…
Considering the barriers highlighted, and making reason-

able assumptions that the effects of any intervention are likely 
to be both small and the data noisy, let’s consider briefly plan-
ning a hypothetical study that might help provide an answer 
to our problem. Let’s say we are a coach wanting to know 
whether we should let our athletes spend time with the sport 
science practitioner to do resistance training instead of time 
practicing other components of the sport. We speak to the 
sports science practitioner and decide to consider a simple 
between-groups, pre- and post-test randomised controlled 
design of the effects of resistance training (intended to 
increase muscular strength which we will assume occurs for 
this example) upon actual sports performance (the actual out-
come measure is not necessarily relevant here). We want to 
randomise athletes to either receive resistance training in 
addition to their current training, or not. Considering how 
noisy our outcome measure is, and that we anticipate a small 
effect (though we might still consider this to be important if it 
is actual sports performance we are considering, particularly 
if this has implications for performance-related income as an 
example), we decide that we want a study that can detect small 
effects based on traditional standardised effect size thresholds 
(standardised effect size thresholds are used in this example 
as we have not specified the actual outcome measure). So, we 
opt to try and power our study to be able to detect small 
effects g ( f = 0.1) with traditionally accepted level of α = 0.05 
and β = 0.20. Our dependent variable here is the change score 
(Δ = post – pre) and our independent variable is the group 
(either receiving the resistance training intervention, or not). 
We know that regression to the mean might impact our analy-
sis comparing the change in performance in the intervention 
group to the change in performance in the control group and 
so we opt to analyse our data using an analysis of covariance 
with the baseline performance values as a covariate. Further, 
we know that this model is statistically more powerful than 
others typically used for pre-post trials.51 Based upon this we 
plug our numbers into a commercially available software 
package (G*Power, v3.1.9.2, Universitat Kiel, German) to see 
how many athletes we need. Lo’ and behold we only need a 
total of 787 athletes to take part in our study. This number is 
not dissimilar from if we wanted to instead plan our study 
based upon the estimation of the magnitude of the effect with 
a certain level of precision. For example, using available soft-
ware (ESCI, La Trobe University, Australia) for a two-group 
design would require 833 athletes if we wanted to have confi-
dence intervals as precise as f = -0.1 to 0.1 around our effect 
estimate with assurance of γ = 99 (note, this does not consider 
g Which has been argued to be what sport scientists should be aiming 
for if they want to make an impact50
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adjustment for the baseline covariate). However, we can con-
sider what the expected (or known) pre- to post-test correla-
tion (r) in our dependent variable might be which would affect 
our sample estimate52. We can adjust our sample estimate 
using NAncova(1-r2), where NAncova is the sample size from our 
unadjusted estimate above. For example, and considering a 
range of plausible correlations, with a correlation of 0.5 we 
would need 590 athletes, with 0.7 we would need 401 athletes, 
and for 0.9 we would need 150 athletes. The implications of 
these estimates of course need to be considered in terms of 
their cost and benefit. Running a study with 590 athletes is 
obviously costlier in terms of time and money compared to 
running one with 150. The benefit of improving actual sports 
performance by a ‘small’ magnitude could be considered in 
terms of its economic pay off and this considered relative to 
the cost of running the study. But, there are also the issues of 
whether there are even enough athletes available and willing 
to sample. Though not entirely unfeasible, even the lower esti-
mate above of 150 athletes would exceed considerably the 
typical sample sizes achieved in most interventional research 
in sport science. Further, whether or not the smaller or larger 
estimates are needed depends on some knowledge of the 
dependent variable of interest also. In all cases, the practicali-
ty of performing the study may be questionable. So, what can 
we do to try and provide some solution to our coaches’ prob-
lem?

What can we do? 
The example of a hypothetical study above was deliberately 

given within the context of a Frequentist statistical framework 
wherein the aim is to draw inferences that aid in our decisions 
of how we should act (i.e. as though the null or alternative 
hypothesis were true). However, given the very real practical 
problems of conducting the type of experimental research 
normally considered as necessary to draw causal conclusions, 
it seems unworkable to be able to provide answers regarding 
action in relation to a particular hypothesis. Methods such as 
estimation and the use of magnitude-based inference37 have 
been argued to be a potential solution to the problems sport 
science faces. However, this approach has been heavily criti-
cised recently for presenting itself as being Bayesian in nature 
when in fact it is not (see Sainani et al.53). Yet, fully Bayesian 
approaches, wherein the aim is to quantify the degree of 
belief we should hold in a particular hypothesis, have been 
suggested as a potential solution to the small effects and sam-
ple sizes that exist within sport science54 and estimation 
approaches within Bayesian statistical frameworks may be 
useful in this regard55. Indeed, the example given above is 
deliberately simple whereas in reality more complex factorial 
designs may be desirable including for example both interven-
tion doses, implementation strategies, and any potential inter-
actions. In this case, Bayesian approaches using hierarchical 
priors may make such studies far more feasible by reducing 
sample sizes required and improving precision of effect esti-
mates.56 However, instead of focusing on the debates regard-
ing the statistical approaches which might be used, here we 
focus on other possible solutions to help with answering the 

question “Does increasing an athlete’s strength improve their 
sports performance?”

The ‘so what’ factor: It appears at present sport scientists 
are practically limited to looking at proxy measures of sports 
performance. However, as noted above, whether changes in 
these outcomes are meaningful is often overlooked. One thing 
that we could be doing is at least trying to first answer the 
question “so what?”  57. Traditionally, benchmarks for stan-
dardised effect sizes are used to interpret the meaningfulness 
of changes in outcomes. Varying benchmarks have been pro-
posed and applied in sport science58 yet most commonly used 
are Cohen’s41 original ‘small’, ‘medium’, and ‘large’ effects. 
Most however do not realise that Cohen’s59 definition of these 
conventional thresholds was to a large extent arbitrary with a 
‘medium’ effect size intended to be “likely visible to the 
naked eye of a careful observer”, and a ‘small’ effect size to 
be “noticeably smaller than medium but not so small as to be 
trivial.” Further, these were first designed to be used within 
the field of psychological research wherein measurements are 
often taken using scales for which there is no clear intuition 
as to what a meaningful magnitude of change is in their raw, 
often ordinal, units of measurement. As we have noted, we 
suspect most coaches and practitioners are unlikely to be able 
to interpret effects reported as standardised effect sizes and 
often the measurements taken are more easily understood 
when expressed in their raw units. In this sense, some have 
argued for use of the smallest worthwhile difference/change.60 
For individual athletes this has been proposed based upon 
simulation as 0.3 × “within participant race to race σ” being 
equal to an additional podium placement per 10 races/events. 
For team athletes this has been based upon Cohen’s arbitrary 
‘small’ threshold as 0.2 × “between participant σ”. In both 
cases however, it is difficult to detect whether these smallest 
worthwhile changes have actually occurred or not as noise in 
most proxy performance measures typically exceeds these 
values. So how can we determine what the smallest effect size 
of interest should be?

One approach which is commonly used within the clinical 
sciences is that of anchoring. Anchor-based approaches have 
been used to set minimal clinically important changes for out-
comes such as pain and disability in rehabilitation for exam-
ple61 and have recently been proposed as a better-informed 
method to determine the smallest effect size that can be 
deemed meaningful62. This involves considering the measure-
ment outcome that you intend to use and examining it in rela-
tion to a global perceived outcome measurement. For exam-
ple, within a clinical setting you might measure change in 
pain using a 0-100 visual analogue scale pre- and post- an 
intervention and also ask post-intervention for a global rating 
of perceived condition using an ordinal scale such as:

1. Very much improved
2. Much improved
3. A little improved
4. No change
5. A little deterioration
6. Much deterioration
7. Very much deterioration 
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In this case it is determined a priori how much of a per-
ceived change will be the cut off on the global perceived out-
come scale (e.g. ‘Much improved’ or higher considered as a 
meaningful change, and vice versa in the opposite direction of 
effect) and also what range of responses will be deemed, for 
all intents and purposes, to be considered as a stable effect 
(e.g. ‘A little improvement’ and ‘A little deterioration’ are 
considered to not differ practically from ‘No change’). The 
change score for pain associated with the a priori cut offs for 
perceived outcome are then used as estimates for the smallest 
effect size of interest (e.g., we may see that a 20 ± 3.4% reduc-
tion in pain score is needed before patients report “much 
improvement”). 

There is no reason why this approach couldn’t be used with 
proxy measurements of sports performance and Anvari and 
Lakens62 provide useful guidance on the use of anchor-based 
methods. For example, what is the mean sprint speed change 
required to elicit a global perceived improvement in sprint 
speed of ‘Much improved’ or higher? There should also be 
consideration of whether it might be possible to anchor chang-
es in proxy outcomes based upon actual sports performance. 
A research program aimed at specifically determining this 
(i.e. anchoring changes in proxy outcome measures to win/
loss ratio, pts/goals scored for a given match or matches over 
a period of time) may then permit researchers, coaches, and 
practitioners to utilise proxy measures with greater confi-
dence in their ability to infer from them whether or not they 
lead to changes in actual sports performance. However, in the 
case of our current question (i.e. Does increasing athletes’ 
strength improve sports performance?) it may be that changes 
in strength need to be anchored to actual sports performance 
directly, or to proxy measures of sports performance after 
these have been anchored to actual sports performance. Such 
is the nature of the causal pathway relating to our coach/prac-
titioners problem. Yet, both of these may still be difficult 
approaches as they require the measurement of actual sports 
performance. Coaches however may already have some 
expertise and insight based upon their experience that might 
aid in the interpretation of changes in proxy outcomes and 
whether they are meaningful. 

Integrating expert opinion: As noted, areas such as rehabili-
tation have used anchor-based methods for some time in the 
determination of minimal clinically important changes. 
However, fields such as these have not limited themselves to 
only using such approaches and have combined this with 
expert clinical and academic expertise.61 Surprisingly, this 
seems to be relatively uncommon within sports science 
(though there is some use of conceptual analysis of expert 
coach opinion on development of competence/efficacy self-
report measures63). A recent study however demonstrates its 
application. Kyprianou et al.64 elicited the experience and 
opinion of 49 elite soccer practitioners regarding what they 
would consider to be an acceptable level of measurement 
error when measuring sprint speed. They then used the medi-
an response from their survey respondents to set equivalence 
bounds for the smallest effect size of interest when comparing 
the agreement of two measures of maximal sprint speed. This 

novel approach could easily be applied in the planning of 
research to determine whether or not an intervention intended 
to increase muscular strength (i.e. resistance training) can 
produce a meaningful change in sports performance. The 
researcher could work with coaches and practitioners, perhaps 
even athletes themselves, to determine a priori the smallest 
change in a proxy measure of sports performance that they 
would deem to be meaningful. Then after the implementation 
of the intervention they can interpret the magnitude of change 
observed in light of this smallest effect size of interest. If the 
intervention is unable to improve the performance outcome 
measure at least as much as the smallest effect size of interest 
then from the coaches, practitioners, and athlete’s perspective 
it, by definition, does not produce a meaningful effect. From a 
decision-making process this information could be incredibly 
useful in deciding whether to commit time to completing such 
interventions in the future and for other coaches and practitio-
ners considering whether or not to do so. Further, within the 
Bayesian statistical framework there exists tools developed 
specifically for the integration of expert opinion into deter-
mining probability distributions for effects (e.g. MATCH65). 
This could be used to both elicit prior probability distribu-
tions regarding intervention effects, but also distributions 
reflecting the uncertainty in outcome measures to help with 
determination of the smallest effect size of interest.

All of this is however, to some extent, reliant upon the abili-
ty to conduct experimentation with randomisation. That is to 
say that some athletes are randomised to receive an interven-
tion and others not in order to provide an unbiased estimate of 
the causal effect of the intervention (i.e. resistance training) 
upon performance. This is prior to even considering whether 
that causal effect is meaningful or not. However, as noted 
experimental research is difficult to conduct in athletic set-
tings for a range of reasons. Observational research in the 
form of correlations however are fairly easy to come by par-
ticularly considering the volume of such research regarding 
muscular strength6. As we have noted there are limitations to 
the use of observational research, but perhaps there should be 
consideration of how to better use this observational data if it 
is currently the best we have.

Causal inference from observational data: In some circum-
stances it is either ill advised, or not possible, to conduct ran-
domised experiments in order to draw causal inferences.66 
Most of the problems that both scientists and applied practi-
tioners arguably seek to solve are causal in nature; much like 
the one that is the focus of our discussion – “Should I make 
my athlete stronger (vs doing other things)?” – and which 
requires an answer to the causal question – “Does increasing 
an athlete’s strength improve their sports performance?”. 
What can be done however in the case where we cannot uti-
lise true experimentation? The classic example here is the 
causal effect of smoking upon lung cancer. Ultimately the 
causal role of smoking was elucidated through careful use of 
observation and epidemiological research. But the ability to 
yield unbiased (or minimally biased) causal estimates from 
observational research requires the use of approaches which 
have, until recently, remained relatively unused in sport sci-
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ence. Techniques such as graphical causal diagrams and 
potential outcomes framework approaches including propen-
sity scores, G methods, and mediation analysis have recently 
begun to be introduced to the field of sport and exercise and 
may hold promise for causal inference from observational 
data.67,68

For example, causal diagrams are essentially maps of prob-
able causal pathways between variables that are drawn a 
priori and in essence encode the model that is to be tested. 
They have existed since the 1920s when Sewall Wright devel-
oped what he referred to as path diagrams. In the past 20 or so 
years they have gained attention from health, social, and 
behavioural scientists26 and their use with large observational 
datasets (alongside other techniques to ‘imagine’ counterfac-
tuals) permit consideration of things such as comparative 
effectiveness even in the absence of experimentation66. Under 
the assumptions of the model, causal diagrams can be com-
bined with propensity scores, G methods, and causal media-
tion analysis to provide unbiased estimates of comparative 
interventions effects, including time-varying longitudinal 
effects, mediated through specif ic pathways or vari-
ables26,68-70. A commonly employed causal map is the directed 
acyclic graph (DAG) wherein the assumptions of the model 
are explicit and drawn a priori. DAGs make it clear as to (a) 
what variables are being proposed as related; (b) the direction 
of causation proposed; (c) whether direct or indirect pathways 
are being proposed; and (d) can handle both linear and non-
linear time-varying estimates. It is beyond the scope of this 
article to fully explain their use and application. However, 
rules for developing DAGs are intended to reduce confound-
ing and aid in identifying causal effects; both guidance26,71-74 
and freely available software (e.g. www.dagitty.net) exist to 
aid in their construction. Despite this, it is recommended that 
they are developed with those experienced in causal inference 
from observational data using such methods.  

The use of causal diagrams and mediation analysis might 
aid in determining the causal effects of increasing strength, as 
a result of interventions such as resistance training, upon 
sports performance. It has recently been argued that a similar 
area of debate – the causal role of muscular hypertrophy, 
resultant from resistance exercise, upon muscular strength – 
would benefit from the application of this approach67. Further, 
Nuzzo et al.67 note that “causal mediation analysis has the 
potential to be used to clarify a host of other questions in exer-
cise science, such as whether training induced changes in 
muscle strength cause improvements in functional perfor-
mance” and present a simple DAG depicting this (figure 1d in 
their paper). DAGs could be used to map out carefully, and a 
priori, the proposed relationships between variables to allow 
careful consideration of these and how they need to be han-
dled in analyses to yield a minimally biased causal estimate. 
As noted they also permit consideration of both direct and 
indirect causal pathways. Many sports teams, coaches, practi-
tioners, and athletes now capture data on a range of variables 
including actual sports performance, performance indicators 
such as those focused upon in performance analysis,46 in addi-
tion to measures of fitness such as strength. Applications of 

causal thinking, and techniques such as those noted above, to 
the types of large datasets that are becoming more widely 
available in sport may aid in answering many causal ques-
tions (e.g. see Binney75). 

For example, in figure 2a a simple DAG proposes that resis-
tance training may have both a direct effect upon actual 
sports performance, but also an effect which is indirect and 
mediated by the effect this exposure has upon muscular 
strength. Considering the discussion relating to the use of 
proxy measures of sports performance we might further con-
struct a DAG adding this variable and mapping the proposed 
relationship (figure 2b). DAGs can get complicated quite 
quickly and though we have merely labelled ‘confounders’ in 
our figures careful consideration of potential confounders is 
required such that they can be carefully measured with mini-
mal error if it is required that they are adjusted for to allow 
minimally biased estimates to be produced. These approaches 
may be useful in permitting clearer conceptualisation of the 
proposed causal pathways and thus their investigation with 
observational data. Indeed, muscular strength represents an 
indirect causal pathway for the effects of resistance training. 
However, recently it has been argued12 that another indirect 
pathway may exert a stronger causal effect and be the primary 
pathway for the causal effects of exposure to resistance train-
ing interventions: injury risk (figure 2c). 

Are the effects of resistance training and/or strength 
due to injury risk?

An injured athlete is normally unable to perform to the best 
of their ability, and sometimes is unable to perform at all, so 
injury risk presents a plausible mechanism through which 
resistance training and improved muscular strength might 
improve sports performance. Recent evidence suggests that 
higher levels of strength may be predictive of injury risk76; 
though, this does not imply improving strength will reduce 
injury risk.  There is good evidence from meta-analyses that 
resistance training can reduce sports injury risk.77,78 In 2013, 
Lauersen et al.77 performed a meta-analysis which compared 
resistance training, proprioception, stretching, and multicom-
ponent interventions finding the greatest risk reductions from 
resistance training. Further, in an updated meta-analysis 
including 6 studies of 5 interventions in 7738 participants 
aged 12-40 years old and experiencing 177 acute or overuse 
injuries, Lauersen et al.78 reported a reduction in risk of 66% 
(with 95% certainty of a halving of risk [95%CI 52% to 76%]) 
as a result of resistance training interventions. The proposed 
mechanisms for the effects of resistance training upon injury 
risk include improved coordination, enhanced technique in 
training/match situations, strengthening of adjacent tissues 
reducing critical joint loads and better psychological percep-
tion of high-risk situations, but also strengthening of the mus-
culature itself78,79. However, similarly as with the issues of 
causally linking the effects of a resistance training interven-
tion through increased strength as a mediator, it is not entirely 
clear whether it is strength increases per se that are responsi-
ble. 

Lauersen et al.78 found that a 10% increase in resistance 
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Figure 2   Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) depicting the effect of resistance training 
upon actual sports performance mediated by (a) muscular strength, (b) adding the 
further mediator of proxy measures of sports performance, and (c) adding the further 
mediator of injury risk.
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training volume was associated with a 4.3% additional injury 
risk reduction, though there is limited data directly compar-
ing different manipulations of resistance training volumes 
upon injury risk. As such, it has been argued that resistance 
training to improve muscular strength should perhaps be 
applied in the least amount possible to optimise injury risk 
reduction.12,80 

Maximising deliberate practice of actual sports per-
formance 

Indeed, performing ‘just enough’ resistance training might 
allow athletes to maximise the time spent practicing their 
actual sports performance under supervision of their coach, 
and/or recovering. Further, a reduction in injury risk might 
also increase the time an athlete is able to engage in specific 
practice of their actual sports performance as they are less 
likely to be unable to do so due to injury. However, the extent 
to which even this exposure (i.e. deliberate practice) has a 
causal effect upon sports performance may be questionable. 
Macnamara et al.81 conducted a meta-analysis examining the 
relationship between deliberate practice and sports perfor-
mance including 33 studies of 52 independent samples yield-
ing 63 effects sizes from a total of 2765 participants. They 
found deliberate practice only accounted for 18% of the vari-
ance in sports performance (note this was composed of both 
proxy and actual measures) and accounted for only 1% specif-
ically in elite athletes. There is some debate about the specific 
definition as to what constitutes ‘deliberate practice’ and 
Ericsson82 argues that “…one-on-one instruction of an athlete 
by a coach, who assigns practice activities with explicit goals 
and effective practice activities with immediate feedback and 
opportunities for repetition…” is the most appropriate defini-
tion. The studies included by Macnamara et al.81 in their 
meta-analysis however include various elements of ‘practice’ 
and at least two of the studies included had estimates of prac-
tice time derived from activities including strength and condi-
tioning activities such as resistance training82. Further, 
Macnamara et al.81 examined the relationships in a between-
person manner and thus it is not entirely clear whether within-
person relationships exist between deliberate practice and 
performance (see earlier discussion). Nevertheless, it is some-
what disconcerting for the sport scientist to see it is unclear 
whether even something as foundational as deliberate practice 
has much of an impact upon sports performance. If this is 
unclear, to what extent can we reasonably expect causal 
effects to be of meaningful magnitudes from interventions 
such as resistance training and their resultant impact upon 
muscular strength? With lack of clarity even when it comes to 
deliberate practice of actual sports performance perhaps we 
should be somewhat more tentative and sceptical of the 
impact that sport science actually has upon sports perfor-
mance. Indeed, considering the issues raised and suggestions 
offered in this brief review, it is interesting to note that 
Ericsson82 concluded with respect to deliberate practice that:

“Future research should collect objective measures of rep-
resentative performance with a longitudinal description of 
all the changes in different aspects of the performance so 

that any proximal conditions of deliberate practice related 
to effective improvements can be identified and analyzed 
experimentally.” 

We would, add to this that future intervention studies 
should consider the direct comparison of deliberate practice 
with the inclusion of intervention approaches such as resis-
tance training. Such studies, whether using observational or 
experimental designs, would be useful in helping coaches and 
athletes decide how best to allocate their finite time to these 
two components, and may open up wider consideration of the 
implementation of other tactical or cognitive elements of 
preparation in addition to rest and recovery.

CONCLUSIONS
Sport science is intended to improve sports performance 

and this review considered the question “Does increasing an 
athletes strength improve sports performance?”. Considering 
the ARMSS, evidence seems lacking regarding whether 
improvements in muscular strength are causally related to 
sports performance. Present evidence is primarily observa-
tional and cross-sectional in nature, experimental evidence is 
limited and focused upon proxy measures of sports perfor-
mance, primarily conducted in small samples, and with little 
consideration to whether the effects reported are even mean-
ingful in terms of their magnitude. As such, it is unknown 
whether increases in muscular strength resultant from expo-
sure to interventions such as resistance training actually 
improve sports performance. We have offered some sugges-
tions to help improve research in this area and better answer 
this question including: larger sample sizes, determination of 
smallest effect sizes of interest for outcomes including mus-
cular strength and proxy measures of sports performance 
(using both anchoring and/or expert opinion), and use of caus-
al inference methods for observational data including graphi-
cal causal diagrams and mediation analysis. Many of these 
suggestions can further benefit from adherence to principles 
of open science including detailed a priori specification and 
pre-registration or use of registered reports35. It is hoped that 
this article helps to improve future research not only seeking 
to answer the question(s) posed here but also for other causal 
questions in sport science. 
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